A promising strategy of synthetic jet arrays (SJA) control for NACA0021 airfoil in preventing flow separation and delaying stall is investigated. Through aerodynamic forces, flowfield and velocity profiles measurements, it indicates that the synthetic jet (SJ) could enlarge the mixing of the shear layer and then enhance the stability of boundary layer, resulting in scope reduction of the flow separation zone. Furthermore, the control effects of dual jet arrays positioned at 15%c (Actuator 1) and 40%c (Actuator 2) respectively are systematically investigated with different jet parameters, such as two typical relative phase angles and various incline angles of the jet. The jet closer to the leading edge of airfoil is more advantageous in delaying the stall of airfoil, and overall, the flow control performances of jet arrays are better than those of single actuator. At the angle of attack (AoA) just approaching and larger than the stall AoA, jet array with 180°phase difference could increase the lift coefficient more significantly and prevent flow separation. When momentum coefficient of the jet arrays is small, a larger jet angle of Actuator 2 is more effective in improving the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil. With a larger momentum coefficient of jet array, a smaller jet angle of Actuator 2 is more effective.
Introduction
The flow separation and stall lead to lift decrease of airfoil, and thus, limit flight speed envelope and improvement of aerodynamic performance of aircraft. 1 Active flow control (AFC) has been one of the most promising methods for improving aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil, and further expanding operating envelope of aircraft. [2] [3] [4] [5] As a novel AFC method, synthetic jet has been confirmed to be an efficient technology to control flow separation and stall of airfoil at different status. [6] [7] [8] [9] Though synthetic jet introduces zero net-mass-flux into fluid flows, it provides effective unsteady momentum addition in the form of vortex pairs or vortex rings without the bulk and cost of the steady sources. 10 In order to disclosure control mechanism of synthetic jet on delaying flow separation and stall of airfoil, Seifert et al. conducted active control experiments on NACA0015 airfoil, and the capability of synthetic jet on delaying stall of airfoil was verified. 11 Several experimental results have indicated that synthetic jet localized near the location where flow separation forms can significantly enhance aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil, including increment of maximum lift and stall angle. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] According to the investigations about control effects of jet location on airfoil performance, jet arrays containing two or more actuators placed at different chord positions were designed to further delay stall of airfoil. Hassan carried out numerically investigation on stall control of airfoil via jet array with two actuators, 18 and the simulated results preliminarily indicated that jet array helps to further improve aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil. Regrettably, the two jet actuators with one pulsed suction jet and the other pulsed blowing jet turned on alternately; as a result, the interactions of the two jets were not taken into account. Additionally, experimental investigations on airfoil stall and flow separation control using synthetic jet arrays were carried out to further analyze the characteristics of jet arrays. 19, 20 The experimental results preliminarily showed that the synthetic jet arrays (SJA) had potential in delaying flow separation and improving aerodynamic performance of airfoil than single jet. However, the investigations of these references focused on the control effects of jet arrays with fixed few parameters and the aerodynamic interaction between jet actuators was ignored. At the same time, there is still a lack of research on the influence of control effects due to varied parameters of jet array.
In order to better understand parametric effects of jet array, Lee et al. experimentally investigated separation control for an inclined flat plate by jet arrays with varied parameters. 21 The results indicated that the location and phase of a synthetic jet array may be essential for flow separation control effects. Unfortunately, the investigations on airfoil stall control via jet array were not carried out, so Lee pointed out that control effects of dual jet array on airfoil should be further investigated to understand the separation control mechanism of jet arrays.
Until now, the control mechanisms of the interaction between different actuators of jet array are not clear yet, there is still a lack of parametric analyses of jet array control on airfoil stall and flow separation in particular. 22, 23 In this paper, to further explore the physical understanding of flow control effects on airfoil via jet arrays, comprehensive experimental investigations have been conducted on synthetic jet array control of NACA0021 airfoil. The tests include aerodynamic force and flowfield measurements in wind tunnel. Furthermore, in emphasis, parametric analyses of jet arrays on stall and flow separation control effects are carried out, especially two typical jet phase difference and a series of relative jet angles between different jet actuators, and some valuable conclusions are obtained, which help to better understand the regularity of jet array control on stall of airfoil and provide foundations for further parametric optimization design of jet array.
Experiment platform and procedure

Airfoil model and synthetic jet array
In the present experiments, the 1-inch full range speaker units are designed as jet actuators, and three typical jet directions are achieved using different covers with varied jet angles, see Fig. 1 . The actuators are placed at 15%c (Actuator 1, A1) and 40%c (Actuator 2, A2) of airfoil respectively.
Considering the size of actuators, and the installation of the actuator arrays in airfoil model, NACA0021 airfoil is employed in the experiment. The parameters of experimental airfoil (wing) model and jet actuators are shown in Table 1 . Fig. 2 shows that the root mean square (RMS) velocity varies with the excitation frequency f at the centerline of jet orifice of an isolated actuator according to different excitation voltages. As shown in the figure, the RMS velocity of jet increases with a larger excitation voltage U jet , and there is a peak RMS velocity when the excitation frequency is about 200 Hz (which is adopted in the whole test). In addition, the differences among jet velocity with different jet angles h jet are very small; for unity, the variation of the jet velocity with the excitation voltage is taken the average of the three cases.
Measuring equipment
The tests of synthetic jet array control for large flow separation of airfoil in stall are conducted in low-speed return flow windtunnel (with a circular experimental section) of Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The experiments include aerodynamic force measurements of airfoil, flow velocity measurements over airfoil by particle image velocimetry (PIV) technology and evaluation of velocity profiles in boundary layer. System for measurement of aerodynamic force includes six-component balance, regulated power supply, signal amplifier, 16 bit data acquisition card, computer and special testing software. The PIV system contains double pulse laser source, optical element, CCD camera, synchronizing device, insight 3G processing programs and traditional solid particles device. The main parameters of PIV system are given in Table 2 . Fig. 3 illustrates the model experimental equipment and PIV measuring scene. The diameter of the particle is about 5 lm, and error of PIV measurement is about 2%.
Experimental content and method
In order to analyze the control effects of the synthetic jet array on flow separation of airfoil, comprehensive experiments have been conducted at free stream velocities ranging from 5 to 25 m/s, and the maximum Reynolds number based on the chord of airfoil is about 3.0 Â 10 5 . The turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel is about 1.2% measured by the hot wire anemometer. Considering the similarity of turbulence intensity and Reynolds number, 24 the free-stream turbulence intensity is significant on both the airfoil boundary layer and the separated shear layer, and large turbulence intensity could enlarge the maximum lift coefficient and stall angle of attack (AoA) of airfoil. To measure the stall angle of airfoil under jet array control, the range of AoA is set from À6°to 30°with excitation voltage of jet actuator ranging from 0 to 5 V (0 V is the baseline case without jet control). Fig. 4 shows the schematics of the measurements of model aerodynamic force and velocity-field by the PIV method. In order to improve the accuracy of the CCD camera in capturing detail information of local flowfield over airfoil, three valid zones of PIV measurement are distributed to comprehensively cover the suction surface of airfoil. Distributions of PIV measurement zones are also shown in Fig. 4 .
Results and discussion
Synthetic jet array control effects over airfoil stall
To verify the control effects of synthetic jet on lift coefficient C L and stall of airfoil, the jet control tests are carried out with the actuator at 15%c of airfoil (A1) turned on. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the variation of lift coefficients under different excitation voltages U jet with 30°jet angle and free stream velocity 15 m/s. As shown in the figure, there are abrupt discontinuities when angle of attack exceeds the stall angle with maximum lift. With synthetic jet array control, the maximum lift coefficient and stall angle of airfoil increase significantly. Additionally, as the excitation voltage increases, the jet has better control effects on improving the aerodynamic 6 illustrates the streamlines over airfoil at 17°AoA with different excitation voltages measured by the PIV tests. At this AoA before stall, the velocity vector of flow is deflected to the surface of airfoil by jet array control. Additionally, as the excitation voltage (momentum coefficient) increases, the flow is more attached over the suction surface of airfoil, resulting in the increment of lift coefficient of airfoil.
As can be seen from the contour of velocity V shown in Fig. 7 , when airfoil stall occurs at a = 21°, synthetic jet array can effectively make the flow attach to the surface of airfoil, and then decrease the large flow separation starting from the leading edge of airfoil. The influences of the periodic synthetic jet (SJ) are that jet array can directly introduce flow energy into the boundary layer of separated flow with low energy over the airfoil, and the blow and suction motion of jet can enlarge the mixing of flow between the outer and inner layer, which lead to the stability of the boundary layer.
The effects of the momentum adding into the cross-flow of airfoils by synthetic jet have two different ways to affect the flow characteristics of airfoil. 18 On one hand, the additional momentum parallel to the stream-wise flow can bring directly benefit by energizing the boundary layer flow. On the other hand, the component of the jet normal to the surface of airfoil can introduce high-momentum outer fluid into the lowmomentum inner boundary layer flow in recirculation regions, resulting in the boundary layer stability. Fig. 8 shows the comparisons of streamlines of Zone II and Zone III over airfoil at a = 21°with different excitation Experimental investigations for parametric effects of dual synthetic jets on delaying stall of a thick airfoil voltage. Obviously, the flow of the baseline case is completely separated near the trailing edge of airfoil and Zone III is a recirculation zone. With the control of periodic synthetic jet, the reverse flow turns to be reattached to the surface of airfoil, thus the stall of airfoil is significantly postponed. Furthermore, flow velocity can be better regained with a larger control voltage.
When the angle of attack is much larger than the stall angle of airfoil, the control effect of synthetic jet may decrease significantly (see Fig. 9 ).
In order to investigate the control effects of synthetic jet on boundary layer of a post-stalled airfoil (AoA larger than 25°), the velocity profiles (g denotes the normal distance away from the airfoil) of boundary layer at 20%c and 40%c are measured by boundary layer probe when AoA of airfoil is 22°. Fig. 10 shows the velocity profile with different excitation voltages and the jet angle is 90°. It is necessary to point out that there is no positive component velocity along the free inflow at 40% c of airfoil due to large recirculation phenomenon. d 1 and d 2 are boundary layer displacement and momentum thickness respectively, and d 1 /d 2 is the form factor of velocity profile. As can be seen, without jet control, the positions of 20%c and 40%c are in large recirculation zone, especially at 40%c. When jet control is turned on, the boundary layer exhibits typical turbulent characteristics, and the recirculation zone is effectively inhibited, resulting in the reattachment of the flow over the airfoil. With the RMS velocity increases, the interaction between synthetic jet and separated flow becomes more intense, and the mixing influence of the jet is more effective, which can better overcome the adverse pressure gradient and further lead to the reattachment of the flow over the airfoil.
Effects of synthetic jet location
The different control effects of the jet on lift coefficient of airfoil due to the location of the actuator orifice are investigated by turning on the two actuators at 15%c and 40%c of airfoil respectively. The comparisons of the control effects of synthetic jet on flow separation by the two actuators respectively at different free stream speeds V 1 and under different jet control conditions are illustrated in Fig. 11 . As can be seen, the DC L is relative small at AoAs of airfoil before stall. Otherwise, when stall occurs, the lift coefficient of clear airfoil deceases dramatically, and synthetic jet can maintain the lift of airfoil in stall at a high level, resulting in large DC L of airfoil in the post stall region. When AoA of airfoil is large enough, the control effects of jet reduce, leading to decreases of DC L of airfoil.
It can be seen immediately that A1 is generally more efficient on delaying stall of airfoil than A2. The main reason is that the large flow separation leads to a shear layer near the leading edge of airfoil when stall occurs, and A1 is closer to the unstable shear layer, and thus it can directly inject momentum (energy) into the boundary flow with low momentum (energy). 10 At the same time, the periodic blowing and suction motions of synthetic jet can enhance the mixing of the flow by introducing high momentum outer flow into the near-wall boundary layer, and thus it can prevent the formation of the shear layer and further decrease flow separation over airfoil, resulting in the improvements of airfoil aerodynamic characteristics.
In addition, the momentum excitation voltage and jet angle play important roles in the control effects of airfoil stall. As excitation voltage increases, the maximum lift coefficient and the stall AoA of airfoil show significant increments also. Considering the influence of jet angle coupling with the free stream speed and the RMS velocity of synthetic jet, the momentum coefficient of jet is introduced and is defined as
where h is the width of the actuator orifice, c the chord length of airfoil, V jet the RMS velocity of the jet. At a certain excitation voltage of jet, with the increase of the free stream velocity, the momentum coefficient decreases obviously, while C l increases when the RMS velocity increases with a fixed inflow. For single A1, when momentum coefficient is large enough, a nearly tangential jet can dramatically enhance the control effects (increment of stall AoA of airfoil) as shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). On the other hand, as momentum coefficient decreases, the differences of control effects due to different jet angles become small, and even the jet with large jet angle 60°is more effective than the jet with jet angle 30°, as shown in Fig. 11(d) .
Additionally, for single A2, when jet momentum coefficient is small, for example in Fig. 11(c) , jet control of A2 leads to the decrease of lift coefficient near the airfoil stall AoA, and with the increase of jet angle, the decrease of lift coefficient intensifies. Differently, as momentum coefficient of A2 increases, jet control of A2 leads to the increase of lift coefficient near the stall AoA of airfoil. Furthermore, jet angle of A2 shows a similar role to A1. For example, when jet momentum coefficient is large, a 30°jet is more effective in increasing the lift coefficient of airfoil (see Fig. 11(b) ). At the same time, a jet with 30°jet Experimental investigations for parametric effects of dual synthetic jets on delaying stall of a thick airfoil angle is more effective when momentum coefficient of A2 is relatively small (see Fig. 11(a) ). The results are somewhat with good agreement with the numerical investigations of Ref. 25 .
Effects of relative phase angles
In order to investigate the role of relative phase angles in synthetic jet array control on airfoil stall, and considering the difficulties in setting the relative phase difference of jet array, two typical and easy-achieving phase angle differences (0°and 180°) between A1 and A2 are employed in the present experiments. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of lift coefficient varying with momentum coefficient under different synthetic jet array controls and with different AoAs of airfoils. The inflow velocity is 15-30 m/s, and the jet angles of the two actuators are both 30°.
Under jet arrays control, in general, single A2 is more effective than A1 in increasing the lift coefficient of airfoil under all the three inflow conditions with small AoA of airfoil (see Fig. 12(a) ). It is because that little flow separation occurs near A2 at the AoA of airfoil without the onset of stall, and jet induced by A2 could inject momentum to the separated flow over airfoil more directly. As the AoA increases, the flow separation point moves towards the leading edge of airfoil, then, A1 shows its superiority to the control of leading-edge flow separation, resulting in enhancement of airfoil aerodynamic characteristics. Fig. 12 shows that jet arrays have better performance in increasing lift coefficient of airfoil than single actuators from the overall perspective. Besides, at lower AoAs as shown in Fig. 12(a) , the airfoil lift coefficient under control of jet array with the same phase angle is almost larger than that of jet array with 180°phase difference Dw as a whole. Differently, with AoA just being approaching and larger than stall AoA, jet array with 180°phase difference is the most significant method to increase lift coefficient of airfoil among the four control modes (two single actuator control; jet arrays with two different relative phase angles).
To get more details of different control effects of the two typical jet arrays at 0°and 180°relative phase angles between A1 and A2, the comparisons of the increments of stall AoA Da stall and maximum lift coefficients DC Lmax of airfoil under different conditions (with free stream velocities ranging from 5 to 25 m/s, and the excitation voltage of both jet actuators ranging from 2 to 4 V) are illustrated in Fig. 13 .
As can be seen from the figure, both of the jet arrays can remarkably enhance the flow control effects on a stalled airfoil with large momentum coefficient (at 5 m/s free stream velocity), and the jet array with 180°relative phase angle has better performance in increasing the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil compared with the other case. At a certain free stream velocity, the increase of excitation voltage results in a larger momentum coefficient of jet actuator and it leads to better control effects on both delaying stall and enlarging the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil. The increase of free stream velocity leads to a decrease of momentum coefficient of synthetic jet, which significantly reduces the beneficial control effects. In any cases, the maximum airfoil lift coefficients under the control of jet array with 180°phase angle difference are larger than that with the same phase angle. In general, the delay of stall AoAs of airfoil has the same trend.
Furthermore, as the free stream velocity increases, the increment percentage of lift coefficient decreases. For example, when the excitation voltage of jet array with 180°relative phase angle is 4 V, there are 68.2% and 9.5°increments of lift coefficient and stall AoA of airfoil respectively at the 5 m/s inflow condition, while the increment of lift coefficient and stall AoA of airfoil reduce to 12.05% and 2.5°at the 25 m/s inflow condition respectively. Figs. 14 and 15 show the maximum lift coefficients C Lmax and stall AoAs a stall of airfoil versus momentum coefficient under control of different jet arrays respectively. The jet angles of the two jet actuators are both 30°. The maximum lift coefficient of a jet array controlled airfoil increases due to the increment of the momentum coefficient of jet actuator and the stall AoA shows the same trend from an overall perspective. The relative phase angle between the two actuators of jet array is essential for lift control of a stalled airfoil, and the jet arrays with 180°phase angle difference are more effective. Additionally, the stall AoA of airfoil is less affected by the phase difference under jet array control with different momentum coefficients as a whole.
Effects of jet array at different jet angles
Since jet angle plays an important role of synthetic jet control in stall and flow separation of airfoil, the different contributions of jet arrays with varied relative jet angles are investigated by changing the cover of jet actuators. Combinations of jet arrays with different relative jet angles are shown in Table 3 . Fig. 16 shows the increments of stall AoA and maximum lift coefficient with different jet array combinations. The control effects due to relative jet angles are very complicated as shown in the figure. Overall, when jet angle of A1 is 30°, the control effects on airfoil stall of dual jet actuators are better than those of a single actuator. Jet angle of A2 plays an important role in improving aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil. For example, when momentum coefficient of the jet is small (shown in Fig. 16(c) ), a larger jet angle (almost 90°) of A2 is more effective on improving the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil. With a larger momentum coefficient of jet, a smaller jet angle of A2 (60°in Fig. 16(b) and (d) and 30°in Fig. 16  (a) ) is more effective. The varied trend of stall AoA increment is similar to that of maximum lift coefficient when jet angle of A1 is 30°.
When jet angle of A1 is 60°, the jet arrays control effects are almost the same as those of A1 with jet angle of 30°. There are exceptions as shown in the test results, for example, the control effects of jet arrays of No.6 and No.8 are somewhat less than those of single jet A1. As can be seen in Fig. 17(a) , a larger momentum coefficient of jet arrays is more effective on enhancing the lift characteristics of airfoil. Additionally, jet arrays with jet angle of A1 being 30°have the capability to increase the maximum coefficient of airfoil more effectively than those with single jet actuator. Furthermore, the best jet angle of A2 on increasing the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil varies with the momentum coefficient of jet arrays: at a small C l , A2 with 30°incline angle is most effective, while as C l increases, a larger jet angle of A2 is required to maximize lift coefficient of airfoil (60°when C l = 0.00512 and 90°when C l = 0.008). The airfoil stall AoA shows almost the same trend as the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil.
For the cases when jet angle of A1 is 60°which is different from jet arrays Nos. 1-4, jet arrays Nos. 5-8 have different performances in delaying stall of airfoil. In some cases, the control effects of jet arrays on lift coefficient of airfoil are less effective than those of single actuator. The more effective jet array (with different jet angles of A2) on Experimental investigations for parametric effects of dual synthetic jets on delaying stall of a thick airfoil the lift control of airfoil varies with the different momentum coefficients of jet array. Different from control effects on lift coefficient of airfoil, the stall angle of attack shows an incremental trend using jet arrays control rather than using a single jet.
Conclusions
Comprehensive tests have been conducted to investigate the control effects of synthetic jet arrays on preventing flow separation and postponing stall of airfoil. As an emphasis, jet arrays with two typical phase angle differences and a series of relative jet angles are designed to analyze their control effects on increments of stall AoA and maximum lift coefficient of airfoil. Based on the presented experimental data, some meaningful conclusions are obtained as follows.
(1) The systematic wind tunnel tests are effective in analyzing the stall control effects of airfoil by employing dual synthetic jet arrays, and the capabilities of jet arrays in delaying flow separation and delaying stall of airfoil are well verified. (2) Jet actuator near the leading edge of airfoil can dramatically increase the maximum lift coefficient and stall AoA of airfoil. In addition, the most effective jet angle varies according to the momentum coefficient of jet: a nearly tangential jet is required with a large momentum coefficient, while a large jet angle is more effective with a small momentum coefficient. (3) Overall, jet arrays have better performances than single actuators, and the lift coefficient of airfoil under jet arrays control with the same phase angle is almost larger than that of jet array with 180°relative phase angle when AoA of airfoil is small. With angle of attack just being approaching and larger than stall AoA, jet array with 180°phase angle difference is more effective than jet array with same phase angle on increasing lift coefficient of airfoil. (4) Jet angle of A2 plays an important role in improving stall characteristics of airfoil. When momentum coefficient of jet array is small, a larger jet angle of A2 is more effective in improving the maximum lift coefficient of airfoil. With a larger momentum coefficient of jet, a smaller jet angle of A2 is more effective.
